JOANS

Compiled and Created by
Ward Haarbauer

Directed by
Ward Haarbauer

Scenic Design  Costume Design  Fight Choreography
Cheryl Hall    Cynthia Turnbull-Langley   Bobby Funk

CAST

Joan

Of the People  Michelle Daniels
as conceived of by Christopher Fry  Jimmy Pearce
as conceived of by William Shakespeare  Tam Smith
as conceived of by Lillian Hellman  Maia Hoffmeister
as conceived of by George Bernard Shaw  Charlotte Nelson

Brother Ladvenu  John Sharp
Lord Talbot  David James
Charles, The Dauphin of France  Patrick Johnson
Robert de Beaudricourt  Chris Lawson

Production Crew

Production Stage Manager  Timmy O'Donnell
Stage Manager  Susan Wood
Assistant Technical Director  Glen Ring
Production Lighting Director  Patrick Johnson
Production Costume Crew  Susan Wood
Master Electrician  Ted Bertrand

***

Special Thanks
Billie Sheldon, Melissa Shafer, Hil Anderson, Jack Cannon,
and Joan of Arc.
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